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by
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Life as Living Ceremony
The inner music will build a new heaven and a new earth, that is, a realized
Consciousness, thus a new culture. The cult of Ur. The gathering of Light. The sacred
sounds coming through the Music of the Spheres/Realms are the patternings of the
spiritual universe, the only universe. These sounds, currents flowed through the
Consciousness, allow the birthing, building and expression of the new earth. This is what
happens when there are no beliefs obstructing the flow. Human mind is known as One
Mind, the only Mind, Divine Mind. Direct knowing. And Direct Revelation does flow.
Yes, this illumined music is upon you. It is you. It is me. It is all. It is the One. Allow it
to open the Way before you, through you and as your very Self. It is the Perfect Pattern
of the new earth. These Sounds and Signings of the Soul are a pure way to allow these
patternings upon the earth as Life. The Dance of the One with opposites and no
opposition. Illumined Mystery at play.
Indeed, you are Carriers of the New Sounds. These awaiting sounds do serve to open
doors and dimensions of Light. They are that which allow you to realize yourSelf. They
are that which allow you to realize you are that Self, that One, as All are.
These illumined patternings released onto the earth plane will serve to land the new
cosmology. Soul Sounds of World Birth. Literally they have the power to dissolve the
miscreations of the beliefs, as if they never were. They reveal Life as a Light-wave
universe. Life as Living Ceremony. Spontaneous. Always new. Never to be repeated
again.
As you listen and feel inwardly from the One Soul, the One Existence, you may allow the
Sounds and Signings of the Wordless and the Nameless to be upon you. Allow them to
animate your very Self. You will be inspired and catalyzed into your vision of the One
Vision. You will be activated and initiated into Life, the one Life. You will know
Galactic Shamanism. You will remember the Star-Stone Ones.

World Birth of Balance
Mystic sounds and signings from within your very Being may initiate the World Birth of
Balance…the very thing that we call the new culture, the new civilization, the new earth.
Humanity may then join in the Dance of the One with all of nature.

Gift of Ceremony: Soul Sounds of World Birth
*to deeply feel the Presence, the Oneness and bypass the world of intercessors
*to open inner vision, inner hearing, inner feeling
*to be inspired to be a Bringer of Beauty, the expression of the mind and heart as ONE
*to know the true expression of SHE…the Mother of the World
*to see into the Light of Knowing, beyond the shadows of beliefs
*to allow the soul’s expressions/mission to bloom as a flower upon the mountain’s edge
*to allow tones/sounds and configurations/glyphs which open dimensional doors
*to allow glimpses of the One Vision and knowing of how to ‘land your role upon
the Garden of Earth’
*to feel the earth and the very stones…feel the flow of all of nature
*to experience the planetary initiation and passage into ‘the once upon a non-time,’
the Divine Feminine, the receptive, the yin of woman and of man, that is upon us all
*to embark upon the World Birth of Balance and allow a new inner dance of polarities
and an unprecedented outer dance of man and woman ‘unto these very times.’
*to access new realms, new forms and Divine imaginings
*to realize Unity with…the kingdoms of the mother, the elements, other dimensions and
all of Infinity…creating a luminous communication and sacred and holy relationship
with everyone and everything
*to open and allow free expression anywhere and with anyone; to finally have the ability
and courage to allow Voice, to speak up, and to tell the Truth rather than hiding it
*to know beyond tradition’s door
*to feel Wholeness that Already IS
*to feel the Substance of Creation, the very abundance that you are
*to allow Spirit to language through you directly as IT will in a unique form to you
*to realize the Impersonal One, the Unity, that Already IS

Allowing the Sounds and Signings of the Soul
Allowing…Universal Soul
Allowing…Star-Stone Essence…the Marriage of Earth and Sky…Galactic Shamanism
Allowing…Self…as the Temple Template of Infinity
Allowing…Primordial Dreamtime
Allowing…Divine Archetypes
Allowing…Awareness of the Illumined Web of Creation
Realizing…the One…I AM Awareness…Spirit
Join Mary in a Circle Ceremony in the shamanic high desert on the north side of Mount
Shasta, using microphones and electronic echo unit, that you may experience the depths

of your inner sounds and your dance upon the earth. Travel across time and space, past
the stars…or into the earth. Be in non-time. Open to your Self in unprecedented ways.
Allow your Self to Know. Remember who you are and why you have come and that
which you do bring.

About Mary Saint-Marie/Sheoekah
Mary Saint-Marie/SHEOEKAH is a mother of two beautiful daughters, visionary and
mystic artist, sculptress, author of five books, spiritual educator, Initiatress of Gift of
Ceremony and galactic emissary heralding The Sacred Two of the ancient Yin-Yang
Circle. Mary has infused mystic and Universal Art with Essence that inspires and reflects
Soul Self remembering. Her Art of the Soul and ceremony are born of inner odysseys
into the ‘once upon a non-time.’ She sits at the edge of paradox and shares of BEAUTY.
Essence. The unity of visible and invisible, of form and formless. She holds space for
the landing of the Divine Archetypal Realm Templates. The Realm of the Real. The
Perfect.
Mary Saint-Marie assists others to find their Sounds and Signings of the Soul, that they
may experience the rapture and revelation of the Soul and ‘land it’ upon the Garden that
is Earth. She says, ‘Awa Tey Ewa Tey…Now is the time.’ It is time to experience oneself
as a Birther of New Form, given forth from the Template of the One. It is time to allow
the Universal One Spirit to sound you, to move you, to think you. To Be you.
The ceremonial expression of Sounds and Signings of the Soul began in 1975 during the
birth of Mary’s second daughter during a forty-five minute painless and mystic home
birth of sacred birthing song and dance. Then on the day of Chernobyl, Mary’s inner
plane Soul Group, seven beings of Light from the Central Sun, revealed more of the
sounds and signings work. Mary comes from beyond the stars to inspire others in the
birthing, the landing, of the new culture that is emerging.
This birth of Sounds and Signings of the Soul (sounds, movements, glyphs,
configurations) unfolded over the years into Gift of Ceremony: Sounding the Mystery.
Mary has initiated large numbers of individuals and groups into this inspired movement
beyond learned, memorized words and actions into inner-directed sounds and dance.
Here does await direct ecstatic experience of Voice and Action borne of the Inner One.
In 1971, Mary was in a car crash that totaled both cars, uplifted her into a realm of Light
where she experienced her Life, past, present and future, at the moment of impact when
she said, ‘God, I am yours.’ She saw her life through the Soul and through the template
of James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake. Joy IS. She could see Light around all living things
from that time on. Much left brain memory disappeared as it was no longer useful for the
next step. She began a solitary journey overland across the Middle East, India, Kashmir,
Africa, etc. A life of meditation and prayer ensued. Soon she realized that Doing was
borne of Being. One and the same. No separation. She began pioneering the early
visionary art exhibits in 1972 from her art created on the solitary journey.

In 1981, Mary was in meditation for nine hours, in Cosmic Consciousness of I Am
Awareness. For years after, she mainly painted and raised her daughters, so far
reaching were the effects on wiping out great amounts of her belief world. She was
Aware beyond teachers, teachings and traditions. There was also an inability to express in
words that which is Unspeakable. Mary experienced the personal and Impersonal as One.
Painting, in earnest, began. Art as Consciousness unfolded as a way to communicate
where the mind enters not. Dedication and acceptance of Spirit as self has allowed
beliefs to continue to dissolve away.
During the 1980’s and 1990’s Mary received many spontaneous initiations by being
uplifted into Realms of the Real during meditation. These Archetypal Realms of the
Divine reveal Life as it IS. Changing Woman Realm. White Buffalo Woman Realm.
Spider Woman Realm. Blue Kachina Realm. The Sacred Two Realm. The Soul Realm of
the animals. These and other initiations helped give words and expression to the
Awareness of the One Consciousness that we are. Writing began. Poems and poetic
odysseys. Beauty expressed.
By 1985, through meditation and the inspiration of William Blake, Mary was able to
merge media, techniques and experience to birth a uniquely new form of art expression
using multi-media, multi-technique, multi-layers and multi-dimensional art. She calls
it Art-of-the-Soul.
By 1988, people began to arrive for Soul Sessions by inner guidance or by referral.
In 1996-1997 Mary had months of Vision for EarthCare Global TV, as a profound
unification of earth care, as that which is needed for humanity to be at one with the
Law of Balance, which is the Law of Nature, which is Love, the balanced and equal
giving and regiving of the yin and yang of all of nature. It was revealed as a creation
of the people. You are invited to the website listed below and to You Tube.
Additional art, writings and spiritual education by Mary Saint-Marie may be seen on the
website.
In Beauty,
Mary Saint-Marie
P.O. Box 704
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
www.marysaintmarie.com
www.EarthCareGlobalTV.com

